Sentiment analysis or opinion mining in online product reviews is a method that can automatically detect subjective information regarding the entity such as opinions, attitudes, and feelings expressed by consumers. Online product reviews always include objective and subjective sentences; identification of subjective sentences in the given content is a very important and foundational task in the research of opinion mining. In this paper, we focus on the problem of identification of sentence-level subjective sentences, propose a weakly supervised model mixed topics based on LDA for identification of the subjective sentences, considering the impact of multiple topic factors on the identification of subjective sentences. The approach exploits semi-supervised learning method, and extended the existing basic LDA topic model for the identification of subjectivity in text. This work iterates the model prior probability by using a small domain-independent lexicon. Finally, the proposed model is applied to a online review corpus and the experimental shows that the proposed model can effectively improve the recognition effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of Web2.0, the rapid development of BBS, blog, e-commerce sites, as well as the major web portals are changed the way people use the Internet thoroughly. Buyers can easily publish the comments on the internet for the purchase or service; these comments are often subjective view, or objective fact of descriptions of commodities. These evaluations can help potential buyers to choose suitable goods or services for their own, can guide the business to improve their service quality, also can make the producers of goods or services to see the consumer preferences, understanding the differences to their own and competing goods or services, which can help the producers to find their own shortcomings, and can be targeted to improve the quality of their products, to make their products gain greater recognition of consumers. Unfortunately, due to a large number of comments, making a potential buyers, sellers and goods maker to cannot obtain the effective overall opinion distribution in a short time relatively, thus effective auxiliary decision-making.
Because more and more users are willing to share their views or experience on the internet, this kind of comment information rapidly expand, only by artificial method is difficult to deal with massive amounts of online information collection and processing, so urgently we need the computers to help users quickly and sort out these related evaluation information, based on the technology of product reviews mining arises at the historic moment, which are mainly dealing with online reviews text of product. In short, it's an analysis, processing, summing up and reasoning process of the subjective text with opinion. The original sentiment analysis from the analysis of the sentiment words of predecessors [1] , such as "nice" is a positive word; the "ugly" is a negative word. Due to the sentiment analysis based on product reviews can help users understand the products' reputation in the mind of the public, so favored by many consumers and business website. As a lot of subjectivity text appears on the internet, the researchers gradually from the simple analysis of the opinion words study transfer to more complex opinion mining. Based on this, according to the processing of text granularity, sentiment analysis can be divided into words, phrases, sentences and discourse level, etc. Subjective expression refers to the collection of words or phrases in the unit subjective text. In view of the comment text words is part of the subjective expression. In addition, the combination of certain words, such as the village idiot can clearly identify the subjectivity of text, although any one of the words alone may not the evaluate words. How to obtain these meaningful phrases is the key of the recognition. If anyone can detect the subjective sentences in reviews resource and make effective treatment, the performance of sentiment analysis would arise to some extend [2] .Therefore, detecting the subjective sentences in online review documents should serve a critical function in helping opinion mining task.
Online product reviews including objective and subjective sentences, identification of subjective sentences in the given content is a very important and mainly task in the research of opinion mining. Generally, the subjective sentences have the characteristics of domain independence and context-sensitive. Wiebe and Riloff et al. [3, 4] used bootstrapping to learn the subjective evaluation phrases or objective & objective evaluation phrases and then to capture the subjective sentences. Lin and He et al. [5] regarded the subjective recognition as a generative model, exploited a small subjective domain-independent lexicon to find out the tendency of sentences. But intuitively, we found that the subjective expression of sentiment tendency always depends on the specific topic information [6] . In recent years, Mei et al. [7, 8, 9] has proposed the probability generative model mixed with topic and sentiment, but they are only focused on sentiment analysis of document level. Considering the impact of multiple topic factors on the identification of subjective sentences, this paper aim at the problem of identification of sentence-level subjective sentences, exploit semi-supervised learning method, and extended the existing basic LDA model for the identification of subjectivity (subjLDA) [5] , and finally proposed a new weekly supervised topic model(Multi-subjLDA) to recognize the subjective sentences in reviews.
In this paper, the proposed model is closely related with the JST and subjLDA model, but they are very different:(1) the JST model was considering the influence of subject factors on sentiment analysis, but it is only for the document, and the goals of the model is to discover subjective sentences, which aim to sentiment analysis of sentence level.(2) the subjLDA model only considers three kind of sentiment polarities, i.e. positive, negative and neutral as the topics of sentiment analysis , without thinking of multiple topics of document collection. But sentiment or subjectivity often relies on topic, thus this paper takes the influence of multiple topics on subjective sentences recognition into account on the basis of subjLDA. Finally, the proposed model is applied to a online review corpus and the experimental shows that the proposed model can effectively improve the recognition effect.
In summary, this paper makes two main contributions: 1) It proposes a semi-supervised topic modelling method, called Multi-subjLDA, which combining multiple topics and domain-independent subjectivity lexicon to improve subjective sentences recognition.
2) It considers the influence of multiple topics on subjective sentences detection based on subjLDA proposed by Lin et al. [5] . In the same time , the proposed model extends ability of subjLDA, which can extract latent subjective topics from document collections.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we first discuss related works and then introduce LDA model and its inference in Section 3.1. We present the proposed model and its generative process in Section 3.2 and 3.3.Experiment's setup is reported in Section4.1 and then we discussed the comparative results in Section4.2. Finally, we conclude our work and indicates future work in Section5.
II. RELATED WORK
With the development and popularization of internet and more and more consumers have left their views, suggestions and even personal preference in the web, it has very practical value for how to summarize automatically these text information which contains strong sentiment tendency. Therefore, there have been many research interests in sentiment analysis and opinion mining on review text.
Turney et al. [10] proposed points of mutual information (PMI) method to expand the benchmark vocabulary with sentiment polarity, and made use of the algorithm of latent semantic analysis (LSA) to analyze the sentiment that expressed in text. They identified appraise words by calculating the correlation value between all subjective words in WordNet and seed words "good" and "bad" that represent positive and negative polarity respectively. However, it's not all sentiment sources of other language as rich as English language, some researchers translate sentiment lexicon of rich resource language into the other language with less resource of sentiment lexicon [11] , for instance ,some researchers translated English lexicon into Chinese. But the results presented by many experiments showed that many appraise words have changed their polarity after translation.
B.Pang et al. [12] used some machine leaning methods such as Bayesian, maximum entropy (EM) and SVM algorithm to classify the review of film; Liu and Hu [13] discussed the method of mining product features from product reviews so as to get the overall sentiment orientation of certain feature of the products that expressed by consumers. Most classification methods aimed to sentence level and document level is based on the sentiment polarity identification of word and phrases. Many researchers developed the supervised or semi-supervised method to achieve the classification of sentiment. Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe [14] have researched the classification of subjectivity in sentence level, they focused on the problem that determine the sentences is subjective sentences or objective sentences. Hu and Liu [13] , Hovy [16] , Wiebe and Roiloff [4] carried on the thorough research about the polarity classification of opinion expressed in sentences.
In recent years, with the research of topic model [17, 18] rise gradually, many researchers applied it to the sentiment analysis. As the evaluative object is contained in some topics from the opinionate text, so we can use the topic model to classify the evaluative object. Tivo et al. [19] adopted Multi-Grain LDA topic model to mine the appraise entity from product reviews and clustered similar object. Though this method improved performance of recall in extracting the appraise object theoretically, there has no experiment to compare with the other traditional methods based on noun or noun phrase.
Mei et al. [7] constructed a Topic-Sentiment Mixture (TSM) model based on pLSA to study the sentiment analysis of Micro-blog. The model they proposed consists of a background language model and a topic model.TSM model can be used in cross-domain comment text because it does not need prior domain knowledge. However, the shortcoming of pLSA is over fitting in the process of parameter estimation.
Lin et al. [8] proposed Joint Sentiment Topic (JST), which used sentiment label to mark sentiment layer in the model and documents , topics and words are all associated with sentiment in JST model structure. The model the proposed considered different probability distribution for each sentiment polarity and employed prior polarity of words to achieve aspect extraction in cross domain.
Brody et al. [20] proposed a supervised method called Aspect-Sentiment Model. They firstly regarded each sentence in reviews as a independent document and identified ratable aspect by the basis LDA model , then exploited adjective words to recognize opinion words related with specific aspect.
Jo et al. [9] proposed Sentence-LDA (SLDA) model. SLDA assumed that each words in a sentence belongs to a same aspect. Aspect that identified by SLDA can match details in comments. Furthermore, they proposed Aspect and Sentiment Unified Model (ASUM) by modeled sentiment that corresponding to different aspects based on SLDA. ASUM can capture the important information pairs like (aspect, sentiment) from reviews.
Mukherjee and Liu et al. [21] proposed TME(Topic and Multi-Expression) model, which can model topic and different type of expression in comments simultaneously. TME also can make a distinction between topic and different kind of expression via a transition variable. Furthermore, they exploited EM prior as guide to separate topics and improved TME so as to obtain a new model called Maximum-Entropy TME.
Identification of subjective sentences is much highly difficult compared with sentiment analysis [11] , at the same time, improving the performance of subjective sentences recognition is in favour of improving the accuracy of sentiment classification. McDonald et al. [22] holds a view that the identification and analysis on opinion sentences of varied granularities can significantly improve the effectiveness of the sentiment analysis. Wiebe and Riloff et al. [3] used bootstrapping method to identify the subjective sentences. They adopted the subjectivity classifier based rules to classify subjective sentences and objective sentences, and then learn subjective evaluation phrase pattern from annotated text, and finally identify subjective sentences by these patterns automatically and expand the training set simultaneously. Zhao et al. [23] used a automatic-selected syntax tree to identify comment phrases, for thinking that it is very important for these evaluation phrases to judge the sentiment polarity.
Recently, the use of topic model with unsupervised learning method for opinion mining has attracted a lot of researcher's attention. Lin and He et al. [5] puts forward a kind of weakly supervised model(subjLDA) for extracting subjective sentences. The model they proposed similar with ours proposed model, but they didn't put the influence of multiple subjects on subjective sentences into consideration. Mei et al. [7] proposed a hybrid topic model which mixed with sentiment via introducing a background model and two independent sentiment models. Lin et al. [8] proposed a joint sentiment topic model (JST) that can find sentiment and topics simultaneously, in which they assumed that the topic generated depends on the distribution of sentiment, and the word is generated while the topics and sentiment are known. A unified sentiment model (ASUM) proposed by Jo et al. [9] is similar with JST and what's different is that the former must choose the model constraints from the distribution of the same word while the latter allows word to choose from different distributions.
III. ANALYSIS OF MODEL

A. Introduction to LDA Topic Model
In recent years, with the gradual rise of statistical topic model, many researchers applied it to the field of sentiment analysis. Statistical topic model is the current research in the field of text mining major paradigm, LDA model is a typical representative of it. Simple probabilistic model can be seen as a generative probabilistic model which indicates generative process of document LDA model is that a three-layer generative Bayesian probabilistic model consists of documents, topics and words. Fig. 1 shows the graphical model of LDA model. Assume that we have a document collection with D documents, LDA model takes into account that each document is a probabilistic mixture of the topic set K , where K denote the number of topic set, and each topic k is a multinomial distribution on the words in vocabulary. The only observable variable is word w marked with color gray as present in Fig. 1 . dn w represents the n th word in d th documents, the number of times that topic j has occurred in document d ; di z j = denotes that the topic j assigned to di w . The basic idea is to iterate in order to obtain all hidden variables by using the distribution φ of all topic that has been sampled on the words and distribution d θ that document d distributed on the topic inferred topics di z of sampling of current word di w . The LDA model we introduced above can get all the topics discussed in reviews, which is called global topics. However, LDA model cannot save the local relation between each topic and corresponding sentiment because representation of documents is employed by bag-of-words. To address this problem, the influence of multiple topics on subjective sentences recognition into account on the basis of LDA model.
B. Generative Process of Proposed Model
From what has been discussed above, Fig. 2 Assume the document collection of words from the set V without repeating terms, let T and K denote the number of topics and the number of sentence-level subjectivity labels respectively. Let S denotes the number of word-level subjectivity labels. { , , } z s l in the model are hidden variables which represent topic, sentence-level subjectivity label and word-level subjectivity label respectively. The procedure of word that generated in the document d by the model is as follows: At first, choose a sentence level subjectivity label Figure 2 . Multi-subjLDA model.
C. Inference
According to generation of Multi-subjLDA model, we derive the joint probability distribution as follows:
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2) distribution of sentence-level subjectivity:
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IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. Experiment Settings
We used review data set provided in [13] to evaluate the performance of the model proposed in this paper. We select 672 documents from data set randomly about digital camera review, containing 3272 sentences in all. With the method of manual annotation, get 2681 words of subjective sentences and 591 objective sentences. Eventually obtained 10421 words and a lexicon contains 7152 words after pre-processing. Specific data is shown in Table I .
In the process of learning the model, combined with the subjective index (subjClue) dictionary is as a prior knowledge. We extract subjective emotional words that are marked as strong, and then removed the repeating words, and eventually get a emotional dictionary consists of 1012 subjective words. In the experiment, the prior knowledge of emotional dictionary is only used when posterior distribution is initialized, if a item in the collection of lexical matches with the word in dictionary, the word will be marked as a emotional word, if a sentence contains more than one emotion word, the sentence will be annotated as a subjective sentence; Otherwise, the subjectivity label of the words or sentences was randomly generated.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
α , β , λ , δ are 4 hyper parameters in this model, all of them are setted in generative process by using the method that is similar with [5, 6, 8] . In this experimental, we assigned the value In order to compare the influence of recognition with the different topics in the Multi-subjLDA model and observe the recognition results in the above product reviews data set, some topic models we have mentioned above used to compare with the proposed model (Multi-subjLDA) in our experiment, the results shows in the following Table II. As showing in Table II , the model of Multi-subjLDA performance certainly ascends a little compared with the other three models .Although Multi-subjLDA recognition accuracy is lower than subjLDA in the task of subjective words recognition, its recall and F-measure are better and obtained accuracy 89.2% and 86.8% respectively. In addition, the experiment evaluates the model of objective sentence recognition, which performance is generally low, but still higher than the other three models compared with the subjective sentences identification, the recall, precision and F-measure are respectively reached 66.2%, 60.6% and 66.2%. The following Table III shows the five subjective and objective sentences extracted from corpus, we can find that subjective sentences contains some obvious emotional words, while objective topics are mostly some neutral ones.
Due to the influence of different topics, the subjectivity sentence recognition may be influences in the experiment. We always design different topics to analysis the subjective sentences. Fig. 3 depicts that the F-measure of Multi-subjLDA model is higher than other methods while the topics number is 40 to 80, but there are little performance degradation when the number of topic increased, the reason perhaps is that subjective word distribution becomes sparse with the increasing of topic quantity. This paper has proposed the sentence recognition model aiming at multiple topics, and the identification of subjective sentences only extracted from the text collections. By combining multiple topics and domain-independent subjectivity lexicon to improve subjective sentences recognition. The experiment of the comments corpora of digital camera user show that the subjectivity of sentence recognition model can effectively improve the performance of subjective sentences recognition and extract meaningful topics. Future , we will find other ways to solve aiming to the problem of subjective word distribution sparse.
